
Thersites 

 
My legal friend Thersites tells me he spent Christmas in bed (sore back), but far from wasting 

his time he gleaned hours of honest amusement trawling his bucket across the vasty deeps of 

Great Commentaries. In the process of this diligent dredging he drew to the surface four Laws 

of the Commentators which he has asked me respectfully to submit to Omnibus' dynamic, 

intelligent and beautiful readership. 

 

The Law of the Phoney Problem 

 

Thersites' Lex commentariensis prima is that the commentator's job is not to elucidate the text 

but to show how much (s)he knows and how clever (s)he is. The Law of the Phoney Problem 

is especially useful here, viz. if a passage has no problems, invent one. The commentator can 

then solve it brilliantly or castigate others for not spotting it. Thus, if a passage is so 

pellucidly clear that there is nothing worth commenting on, (s)he creates a comment by 

quoting a vast number of parallels from other authors to demonstrate just how clear it is, and 

discusses the clarity of the parallels. E.g. "et: 'and'. Et often means 'and' in Cicero (cite huge 

number of passages), though it can often mean 'also', 'even' and sometimes 'too' (another 

gigantic list). Interestingly, et has the same range of meanings in authors as disparate as 

Plautus and Rhemius Martinus (further mighty catalogue). However, in Spilus Bergius it 

appears to stand for extra terrestriale . . ." – and off we go for six paragraphs. 

 

Under the same heading comes the law of irrelevant information, viz. if you know something, 

get it in. Commenting on Thucydides, our critic will write: "de: 'and', possibly 'but'. This 

particle is used 8,075 times by Herodotus" (if, that is, you are prepared to trust a used Lexicon 

to Herodotus compiled by Enoch Powell). Closely related is the law of statistical information, 

viz. that classicists are always impressed by statistics (it gives a spurious air of mathematical 

objectivity to the study). At this point Thersites urged me to assure readers that the following 

example is not invented, i.e. "thumele was clearly a favourite word of Euripides, for he uses it 

seven times . . . while elsewhere it only occurs in Pratinas, Aeschylus Suppl., Aristonous, 

inscriptions, and later writers". 

 

(Thersites recalled at this point a conversation he once had, roughly on the following lines: 

 

Anaxagoras: Pass the Samian. 

Thersites: Cheers. Beans in yer omphalos. 

Anaxagoras: Hey, Euripides, whoss yer favourite word, then? 

Euripides: Dunno, do I? 

Thersites: Come orf it. Wot abaht thumele, yer great birk? Use it seven times, doncha? 

Euripides: Spose so. But then ‘Erodotus uses de 8,075 times. 

Anaxagoras: Shut yer face. Pratinas only uses thumele once, dunne? 

Euripides: Strike a light, that proves it. ‘Ere, just pass over yer text of Pratinas, will yer? 



Anaxagoras: Sorry, me ‘amster used it to line his nest wiv. Got a few fragments left, though 

. . .) 

 

Heaving elucidations 

 

Thersites' closely related Lex commentariensis secunda is that the amount of comment is in 

inverse proportion to the amount of text available for comment. We all know commentaries 

where from page to page the actual text heaves thinly up and down on top of a gigantic 

groundswell of comment below, like a piece of seaweed on a spring tide. The point is that the 

less text there is, the more and cleverer the problems you can invent about it (and, of course, 

fail to solve, keeping everyone in business). 

 

Thersites reminds readers of the new Gallus fragment (see Omnibus I), four whole lines 

(plus odd bits) which boost our sum total of Gallus to five whole lines (plus odd bits). How 

many millions of words have been, will be, expended on these death-defyingly uninteresting 

remnants? What stylistic analyses? What discussions of 'typicality'? What diagnoses of 

'lexical register'? What probings for metrical irregularities? What locations in their historical, 

social, economic, literary, religious, geographical, philosophical, metallurgical and 

gynaecological context? Thersites awaits eagerly the first Oxford edition and Penguin 

translation. 

 

(In)decent obscurity 

 

Thersites' Lex commentariensis tertia is that texts in inscrutable Latin or Greek are best 

explained to baffled English speakers: 

 

(a) by reference to other passages in Latin or Greek. E.g. "posse gigni . . . componi: 

periphrastic for active genituram composituram esse (cf. fore ut)". 

(b) in English which is as close to Latin and Greek as it is possible for it to be. This is 

especially common where the metre is being 'elucidated', e.g. "Observe the catatonic 

octopus dodrans in the third foot, the galtieric exoceticum in the fourth, and the rare 

acephalous, syncopated monosodium glutamaticum in the fifth". Closely attached to 

this is the law that where commentators feel the need to translate, they should confine 

themselves to passages which the readers can do for themselves anyway, e.g. "ubi 

milites dimisit: 'when he had discharged the soldiers' (note English 'had' to translate 

the Latin perfect)". But "facturusne operae pretium sim si a primordio . . . why Livy 

should open his History with an almost complete hexameter is a problem which has 

baffled . . . " (etc. for three pages). 

(c) by articles written in German and published in remote Armenian journals, e.g. "this 

passage is brilliantly clarified by Watta Kohnmann in his important, if little known, 

article in Cr. Arg. Splat . 2, 1943 (Lohda Koblas University, Apfelstrudel), where he 

writes: 'Daruber kann mann sich wundern . . . ' (etc. for four pages). I have not myself 

been able to consult this article, but the relevant passage was kindly sent to me by my 

colleague Knut Kase at the Wakie Wakie Research Institute, New Zealand". 



 

 

Actually, Thersites tells me it is well worthwhile trying to translate these passages because, as 

everyone who has used a Loeb will know, the really interesting (i.e. disgusting) bits are not 

translated, but left in Latin or translated into Italian (what is it about knowing Latin or Italian 

which automatically inoculates you against the moral collapse that reading such filth in your 

own language appears to invite?) At any rate, Thersites has never discovered any other reason 

for leaving in German an explanation of a difficult piece of Latin or Greek aimed at an 

English speaker. And even that excuse is wearing thin these days with the, er, rise in the 

Manchester area of commentarius scatalogicus. . . but haec, as they say, is an altera fabula. 

 

Thersites' Lex commentariensis quarta? Oh, that is that if a passage is really difficult, it will 

attract no comment whatsoever. 


